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Introduction
This article, the seventh in a series about design patterns, introduces the Singleton design pattern, one of the 23 design
patterns defined in the legendary 1995 book Design Patterns – Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software. The
authors of this book, Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides, are known affectionately as the
Gang of Four (GoF).

Design Patterns
The GoF book defines 23 design patterns. The patterns fall into three categories:
•
•
•

A creational pattern abstracts the instantiation process.
A structural pattern groups objects into larger structures.
A behavioral pattern defines better communication among objects.

The Singleton design pattern fits into the creational category.

The Singleton Pattern
According to the GoF book, the Singleton design pattern “ensures a class has only one instance, and provides a global
point of access to it.” You use the Singleton pattern to satisfy four simultaneous requirements:
•
•
•
•

An application must have exactly one instance of a particular class.
The sole instance must be accessible to clients from a well-known access point.
The sole instance should be extensible by subclassing.
Clients must be able to use and extend the instance without modifying their own code.

Motivation
An application uses a system resource such as a print spooler or file manager. The system has only one such resource
so your application should have only one instance of a class representing the resource. You may decide to create a
global variable. With a global variable, you may have only one instance at a time. But by calling the constructor several
times, you can still create several instances, one after another.
The Singleton design pattern ensures that the application has only one global instance of an object. The pattern's code is
quite simple, but behind this simplicity, the pattern has some potential pitfalls. This article describes the pattern, its
pitfalls, and two ways to avoid the pitfalls.
UML Diagram
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Figure 1 shows a UML diagram for the Singleton design pattern.

Figure 1: A UML diagram for the Singleton design pattern
This is the simplest UML diagram of all the 23 GoF design patterns. The diagram's essential concepts are as follows:
•
•

The default constructor is private so you can’t use the new keyword to instantiate the class.
The Singleton class has a getInstance() method. This method returns the value of the static variable,
instance, of type Singleton.

Implementing the Singleton Design Pattern
Listings 1 and 2 illustrate a generic implementation of the Singleton design pattern.
// Warning: This code is flawed!
public class Singleton
{
private static Singleton instance;
private Singleton()
{}
public static Singleton getInstance()
{
if(instance == null)
{
System.out.println
("Creating a new Singleton instance...");
instance = new Singleton();
}

}

System.out.println
("Returning instance " + instance + "...");
return instance;
}

Listing 1: The Singleton class
Notice that the default constructor is private. If you try to create an instance of Singleton using the new
keyword, you get a compile time error.
public class SingletonTest
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{
private static final int MAX = 10;
public static void main(String[] args)
{
for(int i = 0;i < MAX; ++i)
Singleton.getInstance();
}
}

Listing 2: The SingletonTest class – a client application
The client application in Listing 2 calls Singleton.getInstance() ten times. During the first call to
Singleton.getInstance(), Listing 1 returns a newly created Singleton instance. During the remaining nine
calls to Singleton.getInstance(), the variable instance isn’t null so Listing 1 returns the existing
(unique) instance. Simple, eh?
The output of the client code appears in Figure 2.
Creating a new Singleton instance...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...
Returning instance Singleton@19821f...

Figure 2: The output of the singleton test application
Notice that the instance Singleton@19821f is exactly the same for all ten iterations of the for loop. The Singleton
design pattern ensures that an application has only one global instance.

So What's the Potential Pitfall?
For a client application like the one in Listing 2, the Singleton pattern works well. But in a multithreaded application,
the seemingly a simple Singleton pattern can become messy. Imagine a machine zippering together two threads,
with each thread executing its own getInstance() method call. The interleaved sequence of steps are described in
Figure 3.
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Time

Thread 1

Thread 2

Thread 1 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is indeed null. So
Thread 1 enters the body of the if
statement in Listing 1.
Thread 2 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is still null. So
Thread 2 enters the body of the if
statement in Listing 1.
Thread 2 calls instance = new
Singleton() and returns the
instance.
The variable instance is no
longer null, but Thread 1 is already
inside the if statement. So Thread 1
calls instance = new
Singleton() and returns a second
instance.
Figure 3: Listings 1 and 2 accidentally create two instances of the Singleton class.
In Figure 3, an application creates two instances of the Singleton class because Thread 1 hesitates in the middle of
its run. Of course, you may ask, "What's keeping Thread 1 from continuing its run." For many scenarios, the answer is
"nothing". Much of the time, Thread 1 doesn't hesitate and the Singleton class lives up to its name. An application
creates only one Singleton instance.
But this non-hesitating behavior isn't guaranteed. You can work with a flawed singleton program, and never catch the
flaw in testing. To help catch the flaw, author David Geary suggests adding code that simulates random activity. (See
the references at the end of this article.) Listing 3 illustrates the idea.
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// Warning: This code is flawed!
import java.util.Random;
public class Singleton
{
private static Singleton instance;
private static Random random = new Random();
private static final int MAX_SLEEP_TIME = 5000;
private Singleton()
{}
public static Singleton getInstance()
{
if(instance == null)
{
simulateRandomActivity();
System.out.println
("Creating a new Singleton instance...");
instance = new Singleton();
}
System.out.println(Thread.currentThread().getName() +
" returning instance " + instance + "...");
return instance;
}
private static void simulateRandomActivity()
{
try
{
Thread.sleep(random.nextInt(MAX_SLEEP_TIME));
}
catch(InterruptedException exception)
{
System.out.println("Sleep interrupted: " +
Thread.currentThread().getName() + ": " +
exception.toString());
}
}
}

Listing 3: The Singleton class with random activity
In Listing 3, method simulateRandomActivity()brings Geary's idea to life. As in any singleton class, the
getInstance() method checks to determine if the instance variable is null. But when the instance
variable is null, the getInstance() method calls a special simulateRandomActivity() method. The
simulateRandomActivity() method puts the first thread to sleep for a random number of milliseconds -enough time for a second thread to rush in and make trouble (the kind of trouble you see in Figure 3).
To bring out the worst in Listing 3, you write a test that fires up a few threads. A test is shown in Listing 4.
public class SingletonTest
{
public static void main(String[] args)
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{
Thread[] threads = new Thread[10];
for (int i = 0; i < threads.length; i++)
{
threads[i] = new Thread()
{
public void run()
{
Singleton.getInstance();
}
};
}

}

for (int i = 0; i < threads.length; i++)
{
threads[i].start();
}
}

Listing 4: A client program to run the code in Listing 3
Figure 4 shows the output from a run of the bad singleton code -- the code in Listings 3 and 4.
Creating
Thread-5
Creating
Thread-3
Creating
Thread-2
Creating
Thread-1
Creating
Thread-0
Creating
Thread-7
Creating
Thread-4
Creating
Thread-8
Creating
Thread-9
Creating
Thread-6

a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@1b67f74...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@69b332...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@173a10f...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@530daa...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@a62fc3...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@89ae9e...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@1270b73...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@60aeb0...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@16caf43...
a new Singleton instance...
returning instance Singleton@8813f2...

Figure 4: The result of coding the Singleton pattern incorrectly
Instead of creating only one instance, Listings 3 and 4 generate ten different instances of the Singleton class. That's
bad. By the very nature of pseudo-randomness, a run of these listings doesn't always generate ten different instances.
But the code indicates a vulnerability. Without some kind of protection against laissez-faire multithreading, the naïve
singleton code is dangerous and incorrect.

Avoiding the Pitfall
The easiest way to dodge a multithreading bullet is to synchronize a method. In fact, when you add one word to the
code in Listing 3, you avoid the pitfall.
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public static synchronized Singleton getInstance()
Listing 5 contains the corrected code.

import java.util.Random;
public class Singleton
{
private static Singleton instance;
private static Random random = new Random();
private static final int MAX_SLEEP_TIME = 5000;
private Singleton()
{}
public static synchronized Singleton getInstance()
{
if(instance == null)
{
simulateRandomActivity();
System.out.println
("Creating a new Singleton instance...");
instance = new Singleton();
}
System.out.println(Thread.currentThread().getName() +
" returning instance " + instance + "...");
return instance;
}
private static void simulateRandomActivity()
{
try
{
Thread.sleep(random.nextInt(MAX_SLEEP_TIME));
}
catch(InterruptedException exception)
{
System.out.println("Sleep interrupted: " +
Thread.currentThread().getName() + ": " +
exception.toString());
}
}
}

Listing 5: A copy of Listing 3 with the synchronized keyword added
By adding the word synchronized, you insist that the Java Virtual Machine execute only one copy of the
getInstance() method at a time. If Thread 1 starts executing the getInstance() method then, even if Thread
1 calls simulateRandomActivity(), Thread 2 must wait. That is, Thread 2 can't begin executing getInstance()
until Thread 1 has returned from its call to getInstance(). The nasty scenario illustrated in Figure 3 can't happen.
The output of a run of Listings 4 and 5 is shown in Figure 5.

Creating a new Singleton instance...
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Thread-0
Thread-9
Thread-7
Thread-8
Thread-5
Thread-6
Thread-3
Thread-1
Thread-4
Thread-2

returning
returning
returning
returning
returning
returning
returning
returning
returning
returning

instance
instance
instance
instance
instance
instance
instance
instance
instance
instance

Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...
Singleton@69b332...

Figure 5: The output after adding the synchronized keyword to the getInstance() method
In Figure 5, the threads return from calls to getInstance() in no particular order. But each thread returns the same
instance. The Singleton pattern's prime directive (that there be only one instance of the Singleton class) has been
satisfied.

Isn't Synchronization Expensive?
In Listing 5 only one thread at a time can execute getInstance() method's code. But letting one thread hog an
entire method's code is wasteful. Figure 6 shows what may happen after a Singleton instance has already been
created.
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Time

Thread 101

Thread 102

Thread 101 starts executing the
getInstance() method.
Thread 102 tries to start executing the
getInstance() method, but
Thread 102 must wait for Thread 101
to return from the method.
Thread 101 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is not null. So
Thread 101 skips the creation of a new
instance, and proceeds to the method's
last few statements.
At last, Thread 101 returns from the
call to the getInstance() method.
Thread 102 starts executing the
getInstance() method.
Thread 102 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is not null...
And so on.
Figure 6: A possible scenario with method synchronization
In Figure 6, Thread 102 waits needlessly to discover that instance isn't null. This waiting isn't necessary. As a
rule, you should let threads execute whatever statements are safe for them to execute. That is, you should narrow the
amount of synchronized code as much as possible.
But of course you must be careful. If you synchronize too little code, you get the awful effect illustrated in Figure 3. So
how do you find an optimal amount of synchronized code?

Double-Checked Locking
To control the overhead due to synchronization, you can use double-checked locking. The word "double" refers to the
fact that you check twice to determine if the variable instance is null. Here’s how it works:
If instance is null:
• Synchronize
• Check the "instance is null" condition again
• Create the unique instance of instance
The code is shown in Listing 6.
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import java.util.Random;
public class Singleton
{
private static volatile Singleton instance;
private static Random random = new Random();
private static final int MAX_SLEEP_TIME = 5000;
private Singleton()
{}
public static Singleton getInstance()
{
if(instance == null)
{
synchronized(Singleton.class)
{
if(instance == null)
{
simulateRandomActivity();
System.out.println
("Creating a new Singleton instance...");
instance = new Singleton();
}
}
}
System.out.println(Thread.currentThread().getName() +
" returning instance " + instance + "...");
return instance;
}
private static void simulateRandomActivity()
{
try
{
Thread.sleep(random.nextInt(MAX_SLEEP_TIME));
}
catch(InterruptedException exception)
{
System.out.println("Sleep interrupted: " +
Thread.currentThread().getName() + ": " +
exception.toString());
}
}
}

Listing 6: The Singleton class with double-checked locking
At first glance, Listing 6 looks strange. "Are you sure that instance == null?" How reliable is that second
check? It reminds you of the familiar dialog box. "Are you sure you want to delete this file?" Your sarcastic reply is "I
wouldn't have pressed Delete if I didn't want to delete the file." Sometimes you click "Yes" and then think "Oops! I
clicked 'Yes' out of habit. I didn't really want to delete the file." So what good is double-checking?
Well, double-checked locking isn't like having a dialog box double-check your file deletion. In fact, double-checked
locking works quite nicely. You can grasp the main idea by examining Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 illustrates the creation
of the first Singleton instance. Figure 8 shows what can happen after a Singleton instance has been created.
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Time

Thread 1

Thread 2

Thread 1 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is indeed null. So
Thread 1 enters the outer if statement
of Listing 6.
Thread 2 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is still null. So
Thread 2 enters the outer if statement
of Listing 6.
Thread 1 enters the synchronized
block of code.
Thread 2 tries to enter the
synchronized block of code. but
Thread 2 must wait for Thread 1 to
finished executing the synchronized
block.
Thread 1 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is still null. So
Thread 1 creates an instance, and exits
the synchronized block.
Thread 2 enters the synchronized
block of code.
Thread 2 tests the inner if statement's
instance == null condition.
Thread 2 learns that instance is not
null...
And so on.
Figure 7: A possible scenario with double-checked locking
Figure 7 shows that double-checked locking gives you only one instance of the Singleton class.
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Time

Thread 101

Thread 102

Thread 101 starts executing the
getInstance() method.
Thread 102 starts executing the
getInstance() method.
Thread 101 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is not null. So
Thread 101 skips the creation of a new
instance, and proceeds to the method's
last few statements.
Thread 102 tests the condition
instance == null and learns
that instance is not null. So
Thread 102 skips the creation of a new
instance, and proceeds to the method's
last few statements.
Thread 101 returns from the call to the
getInstance() method.
Thread 102 returns from the call to the
getInstance() method.
Figure 8: A scenario later in the double-checked locking run
Figure 8 shows that double-checked locking works more efficiently than the method synchronization in Figure 6.
Over the past few years, many people have written articles criticizing the effectiveness of double-checked locking. The
criticism helped motivate JSR-133 which was implemented in Java 5. A change in the memory model that included
safer use of variables being declared volatile made it possible to use double-checked locking more effectively.
The keyword volatile warns the Java Virtual Machine that a particular variable may be used simultaneously by
more than one thread. Java 5 strengthens the way in which a volatile variable acquires and releases locks. The local
copy of the variable within a given thread is ensured to be correct because the JVM reads the master copy of the
variable (not a cached copy) from memory each time the variable's value is used. A volatile variable does not
participate in certain potentially risky compiler optimizations.

Uses of the Singleton in the Java API
The Singleton design pattern is used quite extensively in the Java API. Just look for any method named
getInstance() in the JDK documentation.
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